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In North Korea, there are some sectors in which non-national or
unplanned production prevails, but it can hardly be said that marke-
tization is institutionalized. In that sense, the North Korean economy
is neither a planned economy nor a market economy. Although real
marketization has not started in full in North Korea, “marketization
from the bottom” has brought centrifugal forces to the system of govern-
ment in North Korea, which used to be unified under the supreme
leader and the Korean Workers’ Party. Considering the industry
structure of North Korea, the stable supply of consumer goods depends
primarily on agricultural production, light industry production and
growth in imports. Rehabilitation and growth of heavy industry
require more investment by both domestic and foreign sources. In
order for North Korea to foster sound economic development, market-
oriented policies, not merely the introduction of some competitive
aspects, are needed. This requires both spontaneous motivation in
North Korea and support from the outside world at the same time. A
healthier economic condition is one important factor in enabling North
Korea to maintain a comparatively stable political administration in
the post-Kim Jong-il era.
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Introduction

This paper analyzes the change in the economic situation in the
Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea) and assesses
whether that economic change signifies the emergence of a market
economy in North Korea. Numerous studies show that marketization
is growing at a rapid rate in North Korea over the last ten years.

In Japan, there are two main arguments in regards to the charac-
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teristics of the North Korean economy. One is based on the notion
that the North Korean economy is a planned socialist economy.1 The
other is based on the view that the North Korean economy looks like
a planned socialist economy but actually is not.2 A central controlled
economy exists in Pyongyang and other major cities with centrally
controlled industries; however, an aggregated self-sufficient economy
operates in the rest of the country.3 Those who argue that North
Korea has a planned socialist economy view change in the North
Korean economy as the result of economic difficulties in 1990s and
economic reform after 1998, while others sees it as a vain effort to
maintain the regime.

In China, some scholars reference studies done in the Republic of
Korea (South Korea) or Western countries.4 These scholars emphasize
the importance of analyses on marketization and consideration of
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the micro impact of macro change in North Korea.5 Other studies
deal with North Korean reform through the lens of research on 
contemporary or comparative socialism, using the examples of
socialist countries such as Vietnam, Laos and Cuba.6 These do not
provide in-depth consideration of the North Korean marketization
process itself; however, elements of some studies may help clarify
the transition process of the socialist economy.

In South Korea, a number of studies have been published on
economic reform and marketization in North Korea which treat
North Korean economic marketization as a transition process of the
socialist economy.7 Other analyses use the methodology of complex
system theory to assess the status and future of the North Korean
economy, analyzing the influence of marketization on the overall
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economic system. There are also an increasing number of studies
that examine the North Korean economic situation through the
methodology of anthropological exploration of ex-North Korean
residents. Many of these studies point out that in North Korea, espe-
cially since the 1990s, many unofficial transactions are based on
prices not controlled by the government (i.e. market prices); in addition,
they show how a large proportion of residents support their daily lives
with resources derived from outside of the governmental sector.8

We should also understand the method of marketization; specifi-
cally, the issue of whether North Korea can marketize its economy
without changing its present industrial structure. If so, the main
focus of international interest will be on augmenting the non-national
elements of the economy. If not, the international community should
discuss ways to induce North Korea to reform its industrial structure
to enable market competition.

This article first defines the concept of marketization and then
reviews the changes in the North Korean economy after the collapse
of the Eastern bloc, with a focus on the late 1990s. Based on these
observations, the author then provides an assessment of prospects
for marketization in the North Korean economy.

What Is Marketization?

Before discussing “marketization” in North Korea, we have to define
the concept of marketization. The classic definition of marketization is
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the transition to a market economy from a socialist planned economy.
But what is a market economy, and what does it require? Yoshiaki
Nishimura (2001)9 argues that the transition to a market economy
means the shift to a market economy from a socialist planned economy.10

He also maintains that a proper transition requires the social division
of labor, decentralized decision-making by economic entities,11 free
competition,12 and a government capable of ensuring smooth market
economic functions.13 According to Nishimura’s definition, a market
is a system in which a series of transactions are realized. In a proper
market, information on prices flows horizontally among the participants
and transactions are made without government intervention. Sheng
(1992) identifies the characteristics of a market transaction as equality
and self-motivation.14 In that case, the North Korean economy satisfies
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the requirements of the market defined above.
Another definition of marketization is an increased in the propor-

tion of the economy that is market-oriented (or non-governmental).
According to this definition, marketization may not necessarily connote
a transition from a planned socialist economy to a market economy.
What is most important is not pegging out the boundary between a
socialist planned economy and a market economy, but clarifying the
central aspects of citizens’ economic lives and the way the national
economy is organized.

Consumer Goods Market

In the consumer goods market, there is a tendency toward marketi-
zation. One of the best examples of this is the regional market. Some
retail markets also act as wholesale markets, demonstrating that the
marketization of the consumer goods market has already started.15

Even between state-owned shops there is competition similar to what
existed in the former Soviet Union and Eastern European countries.
North Korean consumers can choose where they buy goods. This
competition is entirely legal.

The reluctance of the North Korean government to encourage
the growth of the non-national sector prevents across-the-board
market competition; however, partial marketization is underway in
the consumer goods market.
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Production Goods Market

There are two categories of legal markets in North Korea for production
goods. One is the socialist goods exchange market and the other is
the imported goods exchange market. It is true that spot transactions
are made in these markets. However, the basic condition of market
competition does not exist in the production goods market. In North
Korea (especially in heavy industry) there is no situation where two
or more companies produce the same goods.16 Subsequently, there
will be an oligopoly or oligopoly pricing even if other conditions
meet marketization requirements.

Labor Market and Finance Market

The North Korean economic reforms did not go beyond labor market
and finance market reform. There may be phenomena resembling labor
or finance markets in the informal economy, but these phenomena
are all illegal, and state-owned enterprises cannot use them as a
principal source of labor or funds.

There are some areas in North Korea where the non-national
sector or unplanned production prevails; however, it can hardly be
said that there is institutional marketization. This is because of the
collapse of the objective planned economy. In that sense, the North
Korean economy is not a planned economy or a market economy.
This special situation has been ongoing for the past two decades in
North Korea.
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Economic Reform in North Korea

North Korea’s economic reforms began with the constitutional
amendment of 1998, which passively confirmed the existence of a
private sector growing in power as the national sector weakened.
Unlike China’s policies of reform and opening or the Doi Moi reform
program in Vietnam, North Korean economic reform does not aim
to introduce an extensive market economy mechanism into the
national economy. However, many changes have been introduced,
such improved economic decision-making, expanded managerial
autonomy for state-owned enterprises, and a more realistic agricultural
policy.

Beginning of Economic Reform

North Korea’s first economic reforms restructured state-owned
enterprises and changed the method of economic planning; this was
followed by changes to business management methods and the partial
introduction of a market mechanism. The restructuring of state-
owned enterprises took place from early 1999 to 2001.17 Nakagawa
(2005) pointed out that this restructuring was “conducted to select
and revitalize capable enterprises rather than to crush existing
enterprises.”18 According to Pak Jaehun (2005), the reform of the
economic planning process transferred planning authority to subor-
dinate agencies after simplifying the planning process. The central
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government continued to make independent plans for indices with
strategic significance (electricity, coal, and automobiles); however,
controls for other indices were abolished. Relevant organizations,
enterprises, and local governments began to establish their own
plans. Qualitative and monetary indices became important, in addition
to the quantitative indices already in use.19 This was codified in the
People’s Economic Planning Act revision of 2001 (originally adopted
in 1999).

Expansion of Economic Reforms and the Partial Implementation of
a Market Mechanism

Starting from around 2002, the target of economic reform moved to
issues in the administration of state-owned enterprises, such as the
reorganization of agencies and the drafting of economic plans. With
a focus on the manufacturing industry, a “socialist goods exchange
market” began to operate as a channel through which state-owned
enterprises could trade unused materials to other enterprises that
were running short. In a state-owned enterprise, property as the
means of production belongs to the state. This means that state-owned
enterprises have the authority to utilize their means of production
in their own enterprises but do not have the authority to dispose of
them. In the socialist goods exchange market, such transactions have
become possible.20 The reforms also re-examined the self-supporting
accounting system, emphasizing qualitative indices and increasing
management autonomy.

The price employed was not a state controlled price but at an
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“agreed price” (market price) which both sellers and buyers agreed
upon. Settlements were performed through non-cash payments via
account transfers between parties through the central bank. In addi-
tion, as of 2005, imported materials were handled via the “imported
goods exchange market.”21

In the new self-supporting accounting system, a new index was
introduced to measure the profits of enterprises. This new index
was called the beonsuib jibpyo (earnings index). “Earnings” refers to
newly created income or the amount that left after deducting sales
performance costs (excluding wages) from the total circulation income
of an enterprise.

In July of 2002 North Korea enacted large-scale reform measures
affecting prices and wages, called the Economic Management
Improvement Measures. The main contents of these measures were
(1) adjustment of the prices of grains (such as rice and maize) by
abolishing cost loss margins, (2) reduction of free privileges, and (3)
renewal of wage increases benchmarked according to prices. Although
free education and free medical treatment remained unchanged, the
false egalitarianism that prevailed since the late 1980s was abolished
and the socialist principle of distribution (distribution according to
work) was implemented.

The “farmer’s markets” (the North Korean version of a Kolkhoz
Market22) were reorganized into “comprehensive markets” (later
renamed “regional markets”) in June 2003. Industrial product distribu-
tion channels (independent from state-owned commercial networks)
were legalized. As a model of a regional market, the Tongil-Keori
Market was built in Rakrang District, Pyongyang. Similar municipal
markets were systematically built in other districts in Pyongyang as
well as every city and county in North Korea. Individuals could get
permission to open stalls in the regional markets by paying market
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usage fees. State-owned enterprises and cooperative organs were
also allowed to open outlet shops in the regional markets.

Profit Seeking by State-owned Enterprises and 
Increased Circulation of Cash

The increased management autonomy of state-owned enterprises,
introduction of financial indices, and official recognition of the regional
market induced state-owned enterprise to act based on economic
rationality. The relationship between the national and non-national
sectors grew closer than ever. State-owned enterprises were no longer
primarily occupied with the execution of state plans and were now
evaluated according to profits.23 State-owned enterprises rapidly
deepened their connections with non-national elements, such as the
regional markets for consumer goods distribution. This created a
gap between industrial sectors; light industries, which focused on
producing consumer goods that could be sold in the markets, were
better off than heavy industries, which focused on producing capital
goods and had little opportunity for market transactions. This
spawned a widening income gap among the employees of state-
owned enterprises based on differences in industry classification.

When a state-owned enterprise’s pursuit of profit disturbs the
execution of state economic plans, it is denounced as “gigwan bon-
wijuwi” (organizational selfishness).24 However, unprofitable state-
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owned enterprises cannot pay their employees sufficient salaries or
offer economic incentives25 and cannot pursue investment projects.26

The emergence of the socialist goods exchange market enabled 
companies to procure raw materials at market prices. The need for
national control of companies is frequently cited;27 however, times
have changed and the fate of an enterprise is now determined based
on financial indicators.28 This link between state-owned enterprises
and the non-national sector has affected the settlement method
between state-owned enterprises; non-cash settlements have increasingly
been replaced by cash settlements. This has caused the volume of cash
to increase rapidly, even with the same amount of money supply.
This was one of the causes of the November 2009 Currency Reform.29

Retreat from Reform

Social changes resulting from the progress of economic reforms and
related measures began to influence economic policy from 2006, in
the form of heightened emphasis on collectivism and socialist planned
economic principles. The “Earnings Quantity Index” (a valuation
basis for state-owned enterprises) changed to the “Net Income Index”
in 2006 and living expenses (wages) were included in the calculations.
State-owned enterprises lost some of their management autonomy,
and planning discipline was stressed.

In 2008 this author interviewed a North Korean economist who
said that North Korea’s principles forbade state-owned enterprises
such as light-industry factories from selling their products in the
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market. The distribution of the goods produced by North Korean
state-owned enterprises was limited to the national commercial net-
work.30 This principle seems to be aimed at controlling individual
trade and bringing more state control to the economy. The sale of
goods at market prices is common even in the national commercial
network. This means that it is difficult for many ordinary people to
earn enough income to support their living solely from the national
sector. Repression of individual trade can be easily connected to the
struggle to survive and is a main reason for public dissatisfaction, as
it deprives the people of their means of livelihood. In consolidating
its control over the economy, the state needs to guarantee an adequate
supply of food and daily necessities. In fact, commodity supplies were
inadequate and in a state of confusion at the time of the November
2009 Currency Reform.

Monetary Exchange

In 2009, the North Korean government announced the successful
completion of its 100-day and 150-day public mobilization campaigns
for production.31 This was true of some of the most successful enter-
prises.32 At the end of November 2009, new currency was issued for
the first time since 1992. North Koreans could exchange their old
money for new at a rate of 100 to 1. The North Korean government
considered this monetary exchange as a means of controlling inflation
and strengthening the economic management of the socialist planned
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30. At the time of this interview, the prices of goods at shops in the national
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economy.33

The intention of the North Korean government was to strengthen
economic management according to socialist principles and order.
They wanted to collect the currency accumulated in the non-national
sector and give dominance to the state-owned economy. The mar-
ket’s role was to be reduced by strengthening national distribution
channels.34 Alongside the monetary exchange, other measures were
enacted to weaken the farmer’s markets and prohibit foreign currency
transactions. The general supply shortages continued at state-owned
stores which supplied food and daily necessities, although some
reports indicated that certain items were available at state-run shops.35

However, workers living on wages only (those who presumably would
benefit most from the reform) suffered from the chaotic conditions.
Subsequently, the measures to weaken the farmer’s markets and
ban foreign currency transactions were lifted within a very short
period.

Industrial Organization in North Korea

Industrial organization (especially in heavy industry where massive
investment is needed) is an important element to consider in pre-
dicting the success or failure of marketization. In China, usually
more than one enterprise produces the same product in an industrial
sector because of the regional economic policy of “Third Front Con-
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Choson Sinbo, December 7, 2009, http://www1.korea-np.co.jp/sinboj/j-2009/
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struction.”36 This made it possible to gradually marketize the economy
through instrumentalism and a dual tracking system; however, many
of the major industrial sectors in North Korea have only one major
producer. The situational difference between China and North Korea
is one of the reasons why the Chinese reform model is not always
suitable to North Korea.

At the 1st meeting of the Korea Taepung International Investment
Group Executive Board in Pyongyang on January 20, 2010, a series of
NDC decisions were announced: “On Guaranteeing the Activities of
the Taepung Group” (chairman’s statement), “On Establishing the
National Investment Bank,” and “On Establishing the Taepung Group
Coordination Committee.” This National Investment Bank was
intended to help realize the national development plan by leveraging
international financial markets in addition to the national budget.
According to Pak Chol Su, the deputy director general of the NIB, this
bank is completely independent from the national budget and handles
investments in food, railroads, roads, ports, electric power, and energy.
This is an experiment in infrastructure investment using overseas
investment capital.37

The Cabinet adopted a “Strategic 10-Year Plan for National 
Economic Development” in January 2011.The core strategic goals of
this plan target aspects of basic industrial development, such as
infrastructure, agriculture, electricity, coal, fuel, metals, and regional
development. The Cabinet delegated responsibility for implementation
of the main projects of this plan to the Korea Taepung International
Investment Group.38
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The significance of foreign investment lies in the possibility of
building an official (but unplanned) sector in North Korea. It is
important to set up a structure that produces competition between
the production units of North Korea’s major industries, separate
from the intentions of the North Korean government. To bring true
marketization to the North Korean economy, regional players
including South Korea, Japan, China, Russia and the United States
need to induce North Korea to move in this direction. The projects
being jointly developed by China and North Korea in the Rason
Economic and Trade Zone and the Hwanggumpyong and Wihwa
Islands Economic Zone39 are examples of how the North Korean
economy can develop.

The North Korean Economy in the Post-Kim Jong-il Era

The non-national sector in North Korea grew up as a result of the ailing
economy after the collapse of the socialist market and the economic
reforms implemented to overcome the situation. Business connections
in the market blossomed from simple transactions to the unpremeditat-
ed rise of rudimentary transportation, logistics and financial businesses,
effectively driving “marketization from the bottom.”

Although real marketization has not yet started in earnest in North
Korea, this process of “marketization from the bottom” has introduced
a centrifugal force to the North Korean system of government which
used to be unified under the Leader and the Korean Workers’ Party.
The key to affluence now is bribery; the establishment of social rela-
tions based on individual profit and greed has altered the nature of
North Korean society, where collectivism and “honorable poverty”
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were once official virtues. The North Korean ruling circle has taken
this change seriously, regarding it as a development that could
undermine its power base.

The state of confusion after the November 2009 Monetary
Exchange revealed the present condition of the North Korean economy,
in which the economic conditions of everyday life are being sup-
ported considerably by the non-national sector. Regional markets
have resumed, along with trade in cereal grains which had long
been restricted. Markets persist in North Korea despite the political
demand to abolish them and support public life through a socialist
planned economy. In the present situation, the non-national sector
cannot be excluded, while the government controls the institutional
framework of finance and taxation.40

On December 17, 2011, General Secretary Kim Jong-il suddenly
passed away. Soon after his demise, the process of passing the baton
of leadership was accelerated. This process is proceeding according
to the monolithic leadership system of the Korean Workers’ Party.
The successor, Kim Jong-un, was named supreme commander of the
Korean People’s Army according to the behest of the late leader Kim
Jong-il on Oct. 8, 2011.41 The younger Kim will take charge of the
leading positions of the Party and the government by the end of
2012. This does not mean, however, that he will take the same level of
control of the Party, the military and the government as his predecessor
did. The public support base may become a more important factor
for the somewhat brittle new leadership.

In North Korea, the year of Juche 101 (2012) is heralded as the
centennial of Chairman Kim Il Sung and the year in which the door
of the powerful and prosperous nation will be opened through 
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economic construction and enhanced quality of life. The official plan
for growth is the revival of the socialist planned economy and self-
reliance. Considering the industrial structure of North Korea, a stable
supply of consumer goods depends primarily on agricultural produc-
tion, light-industry production, and growth in imports. The rehabili-
tation and growth of heavy industry will require more domestic and
foreign investment. Public mobilization may be employed as a
means to increase production; however, this method is not versatile.
To succeed, North Korea must become an attractive destination for
foreign investment. To win public support, the new government must
improve the economic situation. In this regard, it is clear that the
economy will be much more important to the regime in the post-
Kim Jong-il era, at least in the earlier stages of power consolidation.

In order for for North Korea to foster sound economic develop-
ment, it must introduce market-oriented policies beyond the mere
introduction of competitive aspects. This will require both sponta-
neous North Korean initiative and extrinsic support from the outside
world. It is essential to foster marketization and regime stability at the
same time, since the goal of marketization is not regime collapse but
the construction of a healthy economic system. In this sense, the
future of the North Korean economy depends on both cooperation
by the outside world (mainly the members of the Six-Party Talks) in
engaging with North Korea and voluntary North Korean initiatives
for opening and reform. The advent of a new administration lends
momentum for both North Korea and the regional powers to build
more constructive relations. The centennial celebration in 2012 can
mark the dawn of a peaceful and stable Northeast Asia, if North
Korea and its neighbors are truly committed to joint prosperity.
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